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ABSTRACT
The author contraets the :views of two theorists on

leadership = and communications, Raymond B. Cattell and Kurt Lewin.
attell takes the authoritarian view ihat leaders are born, not made,

proposes the application =of = eugenic= measures develop the
eaders at society needs, also stressing the importance- of research

e o identify leaders. LeVin assumes the more democratic view
leadership qualities =can be learne and that everyone is

entially -a leader in the framework of= group dec sion. The author
ol s that both = Cattell and Lewin hold= optimistic views =of the future

nature o man an that they are equall scientific and
urnani arian. Lewinians might avai themselves more widely of the
recision of cattell's methods, whereas Cattell could profitably

employ the Lewinian principle of active experimentation_with change.
e possibilities for synthesis of the two approaches suggest

interesting prospects for uture research, training, and action.
uthor/
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LEADERSHIP AND SOCIETY: A COMPARATIVE STUDY

r! THE VIEWS OF KURT LEWIN AND RAYMOND B. CA.TTELL

The crucial point at Which theOry is translated into
practice is the moment when the question is asked, as Glaucon
asked Socrates, "How will they proceed?" (il, VIII, 540).
Socrates and his friend in this book =of the Retublic have
discussed in detail =the structure of the ideal state, one
in which " *losophers are in . an itical greatness

sdom mee

not read-as a- sa ire,

orougkly autocratic, t =these a tocrats are_

virtues as only the mo_s_t_ = =ex

could suggest--comprehensive education, the most desirable o

ersonality traits, wide experience fe, corabined_wit
ermine altruism ar ersonal ambition. When such*.
eaders are born -into a and become aware df their

responsibility to assume leadership, Socrates avers the
eat_ state may cease to be a= mere dream, and become a reality.

s at this point that = Glattoon asks, How will they proceed?"
Socrates answers: "They will begin by sending out into

= country inhabitantS----of-Ihe',Cityf =WhO -are -More- than-
tett- years old,: and will-take--possestibri--:_of- their -child-rm.-1-,

ese they will train in their own habits and laws,- I mean



in the laws which we have given them (11, VIII, 540).

The Aatiric note is inescapable as Plato has Glaucon calmly

answer, "Yes, that will be the best way. And I think,

Socrates, that you have very well described how, if ever,
such a constitution might, come into being." The two:

discussants agree that "nothing more need be said."
But much, much more has been said,= in the years intervening

between -Plato day and the present,- as to -_the -means -:of_

aChieving an -"ideal- state-.-"- -Plato's-System _of government=,-

which he-termed autocracy, -was one based _on- the,--inherent

emotte:tid-atate-ils:ione:bis-ed=ton a theory

ifferences between these systems come-intO focus W en

he question w will .they _procee ft-

With respect =to the = problem of lea as it p_r__ovide
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Plato's adventurous proposal forcibly to separate

children from their parents is hardly less acceptable
in today's society to some than are the proposals for
compulsory birth control, sterilization of the "unfit",
or eugenic experimentation and control. But in contrast.
to Plato's tone', there is no .aura of satire when Cattell
proposes: .In a progressive., society the birth-rate-obviously needs to be encouraged in a way

to produce = adjustment rather than dislocation
between occupations and the necessary talentsfor occupations. More social conscience inattending to this- thirty years ago. . mighthave saved society from the- eavy oa un=employed it= now= complains- o uppliedit = with more ril iant pOli ica eaders scientists ,and artists 4, 4

fference etween e nature o's proposal
Catte t =Cattell _has- several generations= of

dent advancemert -=:a. ;Plato- d=id not=

e=1,-s-cientific.hUmanistic regitteritatioryof_-
gt_Ociety-fares=--ntr- onger reiTtheir-_--methOdologies- so-_±

_unacceptable urther,=-Further,-
rdposai =stated d-- and in such

=to -persudde==-_ - support== -is=-=most --needed to

4

t:',selecti-ori-- Or-leaders-,

rom =Plato =to ,Berriard_ -Shaw-
aye sketched utopias in which= leaders are selected on explicit
St =data= rattler than dubious popular report (4, p.

attell defends these views rom such' caricaturists as Huxley
d Orwell by pointing o .advance the social sci

ences. is entirel compatible with a democrat c framework



Indeed, the ca.pacity of democracy to survive in

competition with other systems will depend on a rich

application of the findings of behavioUral science,

with the individual consent and -insight (4, p. 353)."

Here is implied a correlation of the two views, one

which would utilize the techniquee of inequality in order

to attain equality.= It is hard to tell which comes first.

The scientist says, "This will be bests" the majority

agrees; and inequality is enforced by the educated consent

of the governed. Cattell, however, fails to =take the next

proposes to achieve this

other thanividua

ublish the findings of psychological measures.

sure _

-t-

-=

---

t e-

l-retent

--
sIrotess-=even_ifor=i

e
moots ic-eleotit :--1_ olitioal-

_leadStailt--ettremsl -41e 10ieit-_an&errOrrSous __

It- isinmOsSIbleAo
e-iritellizent--- Aoter__tO-Efznd?ou

-= What_7Ethei--caridicate_ resaly--ii-ke=_::h60(r emotionally -_

- stable--hezmay et-oi: irm___psychologIcally-his _ _

Attitvies-= are- on_ I IL Psychology has=
-reache4-:_-a-ittage-Ishereisomethiiofli-this-kind -could=

=sfact_ te-idone=_04_ 353,3 ).- :_

Cattel --'-sstudies ea. m to conclude that "scientific

principles° apply to leadership dynamics. "Such research
.

suggests that although the present haphazard process manages to

select people with some characteristics a good. leader needs,

it =also accepts others which may be positively dangerous.

It is within the realm of practical possibilities today -to improve

the- process--of-relection--_ objectiva- psychological _

_meat-urea ---356=_357)7.-"

There is not the deterministic pessimism about Cattell's

proposals for the improvement of society that =inhered ir. the



views of William Graham Sumner when, in the late nineteenth
century, he wrote:

The sociologist is often asked if he wants to kill
off certain classes of troublesome and burdensomepersons. No such inference follows from any sound
sociological ddctrine, but it is allowed to infer,as to, a great many persons and classes, that itwould have been better for, society, and- would- haveinvolved no pain to them,. if they had never beenborn (12, p. Be).

.Comparing the negativism op this =statement to the

positive optimism of Ca.ttell's work is like comparing

night and day. From, the chilly heights of Sumner it is

e

a socie

of leaders .through the disseminatiori of information about
their psychological characteristics. This view differs
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Plato, Sumner, and Cattell seem to have in common

that none of them says precisely who decides what the

laws shall be (Plato): what improvements are best (Cattell);

or who determines who shall live (Stunner). There is a gap

in all these views, an unelucidated step in the bringing

about of the social change which they individually envision.

The Lewinian view is in decided contrast. Lewin attempts

to fill the gap by saying-that' the _group= itself shall

decide its structure and the direction of its change. It

is a democratic view, based on the belief in the potential

uality-

es another o ewin's student,

ippitt, gives =-one= answer, describing =a procedure

r developing leaders In a democrac tsearches-during

last decade have =pointed ou t "average persons"
. ..

can beniquipped = with adequate interpersonal relationship

skills to effectively assume leadership roles in a variety

life= situations in a democratic culture-(9, p. ).

In 1942, Lewin -and- his student Alex Bavelas reported

a siMple study which contained_ revolutionary implicationt.

Recognizing the = importance of good leadership "as one of the

outstanding conditions in any field of group life or coopera-

tive endeavor" (1, p. 175). they conducted an experiment to

test a method of retraining leaders whose attitudes previously

had been ,either apathetic or authoritarian, with a view to

"changing the attitudes of the leaders and changing their

techniques (1. p. 180)." The laboratory approach developed



involved direct experience and observation on the part of
the trainee in new ways of leadership, closely monitored
by a trainer-researcher. This method, accorded tentative
success in the 1942 report, was to= undergo extensive

development and refinement of technique, both as to methods
employed. and research tools utilized, in the National
Training Laboratories founded )35, Lewin, and in other laboratory. . .

approaches to evolve in subsequent years.

Having begun with a scientific examination of various

as Iewinian,

ues whic would make the =lea

. _acial chani;e__

That of discussion -suCh-

group= decisions_ -constitutes_ _"!manipulation''' --_aivears to be

unfair tharge.:::-Wi =example- _of- the 1948

report- _of. the National Traiting=_--LabOratOry,__whiCh- -state-s4

-- -"As -knowledge-about -group=-:proceSses -increases= and_ as skill in

leaderShipt develops -with: that Inowledgei,---itc becOteS:lmportant

a means of control over the exercise of leadership skills.
Otherwise skill in group processes can easily become

manipulation of people for ends they do not understand or
agree to (10 38).
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Bonner and Gordon both see* a flaw in the dual stress
of Lewinian group dynamics on the necessity of a leader,
or "central person, as well as on leadership-sharing, or

"diffused leadership (3, _pp. 498499, passim)." Gordon's
term for this dual stress is "apparent confusion (5, p. 89)."
Gordon, having praised Bermes stand in favor of the concept

of "leader as facilitator' within a group= which employs

the "principle of participation by all persons affected
(5, P 90)," states that- Lewin "does not seem as clear about
this norm of democratic operation." He quotes Lewin as

S_. 4 _

follows: "Sometimes people must rather forcefully be made
_ ':__

o see what democra ic responsi ilit ovrard the group as=0 -- --
whole means " But check = of the original

ti on in = that --:Lewin
---

ereit-it-zno_spacel=tere=z-_
somemight,-fappear_as,_-:one-f==_of-E-_--the_z=paradoxes=iii==

-democrad----;The-itore_=the:=:grourvl-members-s1=b-etoine--r1
ctriverted=---tb---deniodraCy--__=and---learrt_toplay-__-the===_r_Olas,

-"or _demon _racy
_

-_the_l_Tower-:of--_-th-edemooratIo,-jaaderi-shift==,--to--=-orther: -_=__=

ends -iConyertint_theizgrOu p _ - members- °(_24== =p == 57 =).=

_e pretty directive leadership-to get- one started. There

a paradox, but there Should be no Confusion as a result

I_
4-1 zzIsT_

s , furthermore, very important

changed from another atmosphere
o democracy be dissatisfied with the previous situation

and= feel the need fox-a change (2, p. 57).
In other words, the group mint give its consent to the

change--a democratic principle encountered earlier in this



_ -

.

9
paper when it was enunciated by Cattell as a prerequisite

.

to the use of the findings of behavioral science for =the

betterment of man. . It seems to me that Gordon is somewhat

confused himself,= if he can approve of Benne and not of

Lewin.' An= examination of the .cited work of Bernie reveals

a direct evolution from and expansion on the principles first

enunciated by Lewin; e.g. Benne on "shared leadership"

"Persons should become capable of alternately exercising

leadership and serving under the leadership of another. We
have Lewin -'s authority for the .soundness of this idea

I have- ab-stracted: -three -major_ procedUres two= -from- -Cattell _and
one from Lewin.- To-_revieW 1-



1. Eugenic control to raise the level of intelligence

of the population as a whole.

2. Wide dissemination of the results of psychological

measurement to aid in the selection of political leaders.

3. "Research, training and action." 'Research into the
,

status quo; training to bring about change in existing'

attitudes and styles of leadership; and action to implement

this change.

There is no reason for Lewinians to fail to avail them-

selves of the high degree of precision of Cattell's methods.
Their own attitudinal and personality measures seem to me
be the weak point of their research, which so often results

which= certain= constellations of personalities will work out
in teams p:= 288)." To move from observation of those

actors to observation of=the arolication
= of them should be

challenging shift of emphasis. The possibilities of a synthesis
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